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So what?
“research is not complete until it has 
been made available to others”
Lucas, R., & Willinsky, J. (2009). Open access to e-research. In 
e-Research: Transformations in Scholarly Practice. Routledge. 
Retrieved from http://pkp.sfu.ca/files/e-Research.pdf
And besides…
Sourcing and cleaning data
PBRF data
OpenRefine
Conference NROs by type
...
Type # NROs
Abstract 200
Full conference paper 675
Oral presentation 329
Other 12
Paper in published proceedings 1057
Poster presentation 102
Conference NROs by year
Year # NROs
2006 200
2007 221
2008 302
2009 379
2010 564
2011 709
Identifying conferences
Identifying conferences
Results of data cleaning
(n=1958 conferences)
Crowdsourcing proceedings
Google Docs
Crowdsourcing
Better crowdsourcing
Results
Conference locations
Location # conferences
New Zealand 429
USA 297
Australia 286
UK 130
Other Europe 359
Other Asia/Pacific 235
Other Americas 95
Africa 16
Online 2
Proceedings available
Free 
online
(432)
Non-free 
online
(404)
Physical
(568)
No proceedings
837
316 4
7
105
187
269
124
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Conclusion
Summary of methods
OpenRefine is really useful
Crowdsourcing can be great, 
but takes time and thought to set up well.
Summary of results
23.4% of these conferences had free online proceedings
45.3% of these conferences had no findable proceedings
Researchers are selective about their PBRF portfolios!
Summary of results
Regional conferences more likely to publish free online
Society conferences more likely to publish print / paywall
What if….
so everyone could find any conference paper in one place?
everyone could find
any conference paper
in one place?
Kia ora koutou!
